
 

 

WHAT OTHER DIVE EQUIPMENT DO I NEED TO GO DIVING 

 

SIGNAL BUOY  

      

One of the above two signal buoys are used by divers – they tie them on their 

body with the rope provided and the buoy moves while the diver swims.  The 

reason the signal buoy is used by diver is to show at the surface of the sea that 

there is a diver underneath and offer him protection from speed boats or other 

moving objects(powerboats, vessels etc)  

 

 

This is the buoy that is tied on the rope at the point where the divers should do a 

decompression stop.   The decompression stop is the stop that the diver makes during the dive 

so that nitrogen will be released from his blood.   . 

 



  

TORCH  

Torches are usually divided into: 

(1)  LED      (2)  Normal Bulbs 

The LED torches take alkaline batteries. 

The conventional torches with normal bulbs are divided into:  (1) Torches with 

alkaline batteries, and (2) Torches with rechargeable batteries. 

 

 

 KNIFE  

There are various types of dive knives, most of which are made of stainless steel 

and other of titanium which are more expensive.  

Some knives can be attached to the lifejackets for easy accessibility by the divers, 

in case of emergency. 

 

 

GLOVES  

There is a distinction between Men’s and Women’s gloves simply due to design.  

Another important differentiation of the gloves is according to : 

 The thickness   

 The material. 

 The shape 

 

 

 

 



 

 

OTHER ACCESSORIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dive Alert –type of horn used on the surface of the water;  

Connects to direct system of the lifejacket 

Subduck Standard - Type of underwater alarm – Connects to 
direct system of the lifejacket 

Noisemaker -   Manual type of noise trigger to attract 
attention of other divers.  You hang it from one of the 
various D-Rings on the lifejacket 

 

Survivor Reel:   Reel with 100m rope for wreck diving.  It is used to 

unwind the thread when you enter a shipwreck by fixing the tip 

somewhere at the entrance of the shipwreck so that you can go back 

following the thread so that you do not get lost, especially when the 

visibility is not good. 


